4TH ERA (2350 – 2301 BC): 4TH SIGN ARCHER “ARROW AIMED AT EVIL”

STAR PROPHECY

The Hebrew name for the sign is ‘Kesith’ or “Archer”. His arrow is aimed directly at Antares, the chief star of Scorpio, the evil ones.

The Centaur (part man and part horse) treads on a snake whose head is lifted up as if to bite.

The star at the base of the neck is ‘Nunki’, meaning “Prince of the Earth”. The star at the bottom of the bow is ‘Al Naim’, meaning “The Gracious One”.

In the feet there are two stars ‘Ruckba er Rami’ (hind leg) and ‘Urkab er Rami’ (fore leg), which both mean “Bowman Riding”. ‘Nehusta’ means “Sending Forth”. ‘Shaula’ means “The Dart”.

The sun passes out through the mouth of Kesith on the ecliptic. Kesith speaks on behalf of God.

The center of the Milky Way lies just in front of the drawn bow. There are many faint, distant, huge galaxies, in Kesith.

Kesith speaks prophetically of God using an agent in the world to send judgment on sinners.

HISTORICAL EVENTS

Sargon meets many of the criteria to qualify as a Centaur type: (1) he was a ‘Prince’, i.e. not of royal birth; (2) he was ‘part man, part horse’, i.e. continually at war; (3) He spoke like a god, i.e. he had no equal among men; (4) His arrow was pointed at Scorpio, the World Order, which he overthrew.

Sargon of Akkad (‘The Great’) was a commoner, a son of a gardener, a semitic speaker, who usurped the kingdom of Uruk [Erech], a very large city in its day, an ancient capital of Babylonia. Sargon consolidated his kingdom in Akkad but he was a legendary figure in the annals of Babylon. Sargon conquered Sumer and lands from the Mediterranean to the Persian Gulf.

Sargon was a restless military campaigner of 34 conflicts: a war in almost every year in his reign.

2344 BC Terah son of Nahor is born

2340 BC Sargon I is King of Akkad; begins conquest of Fertile Crescent; becomes 1st hegemonic regional power in Mesopotamia since Nimrod of Babel; Sargon inspired imitators came after him to seek absolute power of a king of all nations.